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The Bronx was known for 
it‘s very high crime rate, 
number of homocides and 
massive amount of drug 
tra�ic. The very 
dangerous area in close 
proximity to the 
administrative district of 
Bogotá made headlines in 
2016 after massive raids 
by police forces which lead 
to the discovery of illegal 
activities such as 
organized child exchange, 
kidnapping and 
prostitution. 

This Decision has been 
taken from the 
municipality which didn‘t 
�nd any alternative but to 
destroy the entire area of 
the former Bronx. Many 
inhabitants had to be 
evacuated for this cause. 
Most people that left the 
Bronx started to settle in 
surrounding areas, still 
some few people try to 
�ght for their right to keep 
on livin in the few 
remaining buidlings o site. 

The Plaza de los Martíres 
will �naly become one 
again, after it had been cut 
in two for many years. 
The �oor will be covered 
entirely with bricks, tra�c 
lights will regulate tra�ic 
and pedestrian �ows.

The big infrastructure of 
the new metro station will 
stop just before the Plaza 
de los Martíres.
Each Exit has been 
thought to have a direct 
accessibility to 
surrounding points of 
interest such as the 
formation center, the 
market area, the parque 
tercer milenio as well as 
the adjacent BRT Station.

All remeining buildings 
from the Bronx will be 
restaured to home 
handmade restaurants for 
the fresh food of the 
market. 
The area will be organized 
in three di�erent areas, 
disinguishable by their 
roofs. The fruit, the 
vegetable and the meat 
market. In the center 
people can rest and enjoy 
the fresh air. 

Fruits Area

Meat Area

Trees in a Patio

Vegetables Area

Home-Made
Restaurants

Until 2016 the hardware 
market ‚El Bodegón‘ has had 
self- and individually built 
stands. Later on, the market 
has been transformed to have 
a plastic / metal roof 
construction. 
The projected roofs will 
organize the market stand in a 
linear composition allowing 
pedestrians to directly acces 
parque tercer milenio.
Above the roof structure 
there will be space for 
creative-educational 
programs such as dancing- / 
drawing- or cooking schools.

The army building , 
previously used as 
medicine school, has been 
left in-occupied for years. 
It will be opened to the 
public to transit between 
the metrostation and the 
market. Most rooms will 
be used for a formation 
center, which will bring 
jobs to many people and 
enable them to have 
careers. Former 
inhabitants of the Bronx 
will be prioritized. 

Next to the big scale 
building, which is used as a 
commercial center with 
social housing units, will 
come a set of community 
housing units.
Over time, the regulated 
vertical growth will maintain 
the view to Montserrat and 
the adjacent parque tercer 
milenio. 
Buildings towards east will 
be lower than the ones 
towards west, so that ecery 
apartement can enjoy 
sunlight in the afternoon. 

Landscape Rules will be 
set to control the growth 
of the city. 
Blocks around the square 
have to be lower than 24 
meters to always keep the 
church as the highest 
building visible. Street also 
will have an in�uence on 
building heights depending 
on their widths.
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Extract Of One Perpendicular Prototype 
The city are densified in the levels while the ground floor is left to public space.
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- kept as an historic monument
- passage
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- books for adults and children
- workshops on weekends
- 1’500 m2
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- rapid formation (2-3 years)
- various areas
- 30 classrooms, 3’000 m2
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- transportation of people, 
goods (fruits and vegetables), 
knowledge (books)
- 24/7
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- public bus service
- 15 connections with the 
Metro line 
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- direct relocation of Bronx ex-inhabitants
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- transition area
- isolated partially from noise 
with the trees
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- calm meeting place
- exhibition area
- promoting social 
interactions
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- liberation, kept free
- informal activities
- promoting social inte-
ractions
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- children from the neighborhood
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- fresh food from the market
- cheap and good quality food
- special lunches for workers
- reuse old buildings from Bronx
- 4’000 m2 for about 80  units
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- 1’700 m2
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- 1’700 m2
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- 2’100 m2
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- main activation point of the square
- fresh fruits and vegetables delivered 
by the metro line and from the rooftop
- 24/7 delivery
- 9’500 m2
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- little green area
- rest
- promoting social interactions
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-  shared activities
- exchanging project platform
- green in the city
- neighborhood identity
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- students housing
- ex-Bronx inhabitants
- middle class housing
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- green mobility
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- liberation, kept free
- informal activities
- promoting social inte-
ractions

������: �� �������
- relocation of existing hard-
ware market 
- provisory to permanent

������� ����������� �������
- possible growth of the city
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- possible growth of the city
- up to 93’000 m3
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GOVERNEMENT AREA

 

MAX. HEIGHT 44 METERS
COMMERCIAL/PARC AREA

MAX. HEIGHT 25 METERS
SQUARE AREA

AVERAGE HEIGHT 12 METERS
PUBLIC SPACE

51°

MAX. HEIGHT 44 METERS
COMMERCIAL AREA

51°

AVERAGE HEIGHT 12 METERS
PUBLIC SPACE
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- kept as an historic monument
- passage
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- books for adults and children
- workshops on weekends
- 1’500 m2
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- rapid formation (2-3 years)
- various areas
- 30 classrooms, 3’000 m2
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- transportation of people, 
goods (fruits and vegetables), 
knowledge (books)
- 24/7
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- public bus service
- 15 connections with the 
Metro line 
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- direct relocation of Bronx ex-inhabitants
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- transition area
- isolated partially from noise 
with the trees

�����
- calm meeting place
- exhibition area
- promoting social 
interactions
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- liberation, kept free
- informal activities
- promoting social inte-
ractions
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- children from the neighborhood
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- cheap and good quality food
- special lunches for workers
- reuse old buildings from Bronx
- 4’000 m2 for about 80  units
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by the metro line and from the rooftop
- 24/7 delivery
- 9’500 m2
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- little green area
- rest
- promoting social interactions
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-  shared activities
- exchanging project platform
- green in the city
- neighborhood identity
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- students housing
- ex-Bronx inhabitants
- middle class housing
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- green mobility
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- informal activities
- promoting social inte-
ractions
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- relocation of existing hard-
ware market 
- provisory to permanent
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- possible growth of the city
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- possible growth of the city
- up to 93’000 m3


